
Bulwark Cold
act under fire, 
prepare for a contingency

Hard
threaten violence,
sieze by force

Quiet
take by cunning, 
consort with the umbra

Canny
invoke a contract,
read a situation

Mantle
demand obedience,
read a person

Lust
seduce or manipulate,
know desires

Name

Look

Gear & Barter Holds

Scarver
ImprovementScarver

History

Harm

shattered (-1 cold)

crippled (-1 hard)

disfigured (-1 lust)

broken (-1 canny)

Haunt: At the beginning of the session, roll+haunt. On a hit, you’re in surplus. 
On a 7-9, pick one surplus and one want. On a miss, you’re in want.

I know what you need: when you seek to know someone’s desires , 
roll+canny instead of roll+lust.

Unpaid favours: When you give or do something for someone (equivalent 
to 1-barter or more) with not strings attached, take +1 forward with them until 
there are strings.

They’re half in, half out anyway: Detail a familiar. You always have a 
minimum of 1-holds for consorting with the umbra, so long as its alive, well 
and a happy with you.

Devil’s advocate: +1pick on invoke an ancient contract.

Eye on the door: Name your escape route and roll+canny. On a 10+ you’re 
gone. On a 7-9, you can go or stay, but if you go it costs you: leave 
something behind, or take something with you, the MC will tell you what. On 
a miss, you’re caught vulnerable, half in and half out.

get +1hard (max hard+2)

get +1lust (max lust+2)

get +1quiet (max quiet+2)

get +1canny (max canny+3)

get +1mantle (max mantle+2)

get a new scarver move

get a new scarver move

choose a new option for your haunt

choose a new option for your haunt

get a gang (detail) and leadership

get a holding (detail) and wealth

get a move from another playbook

get a move from another playbook 

Haunt, Crew, Weapons, and so forth Additional Moves

Some notes on barter and what not go here to fill up space, unless we end up with more stuff that needs to be on the character sheet in particular.


